Additional Materials and Resources

Books & Articles

- John E. Vollmer, *Dressed to Rule*: 18th Century Court Attire in the Mactaggart Art Collection, Edmonton AB: University of Alberta Museums, 2007. Available as an eBook through the Edmonton Public Library and in hard copy through the University of Alberta Library


- Josef Kolmaš, *Tibet and Imperial China -- A survey of Sino-Tibet relations up to the end of the Qing Dynasty in 1912*, Canberra: Australian National University, Centre of Orient Studies, 1967.


Film Clips

- **Textile Production**
  - *How Silkworms Make Silk* [1:42], English text, Vox
    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=77ktNSPFbwQ
• **Brocade Production**
  - *The Elaborate Art of Weaving Nanjing Yunjin Silk Brocade* [2:32], 2019, English, Mandarin with subtitles, Great Big Story
    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oeSwmy8kno

• **Silk Embroidery**
    - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sMP6qFtsV9I